No one knows exactly how the accident started! In fact
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission states that they do
not need to know.
When the NRC was asked for advice to help mitigate
the accident, the NRC responded that it does not tell
its Licensees how to run their plants.

During the crisis, one NRC Commissioner hoped for a
“good pipe break.” He hoped that it would trigger
automated safety systems to bring the plant into a
safe condition. He wanted to overwork and overheat
a control rod drive motor to start a fire and thereby
causing the mechanism to fall off the reactor leaving a
hole for coolant to escape.
At the time of the accident, only one NRC employee
had a Reactor Operator’s License!

An explosion in the TMI reactor building on the first
day was not reported to the NRC for 2 days. A few
months later it was revealed to the public but the
pressure spike was missing from the time graph.

At the time of the accident TMI’s maintenance staff was
about half of what it should have been. As a result
there were about 800 to 1,000 maintenance items that
had not been worked on at the time of the core melt.

TMI had a “Don’t Fix it Policy”
“We all knew what [the rules] were. If it wasn't safetyrequired, or didn't degrade the ability of the plant to
run at 100% power, it wasn't a necessary change.
That's what I was told. And if anybody in GPU says
otherwise, they're kidding themselves. Those were the
ground rules.”
Deposition of Gary Miller - TMI Station Manager

GPU falsified reactor leak rates to the NRC and plead
guilty in 1983. Falsifying the reactor leak rates kept the
reactor operating when it should have been shut down
for repairs. In fact there would have been no accident
on March 28th if GPU had not falsified that data.

The Head of TMI’s Training Department did not have an
operator‘s license. After his appointment he spent half
of his time, and later all of his time, studying for his
license. In November of 1978, he took the examination
and failed.

Many people blame the TMI accident for putting
a halt to the nuclear power industry. Not true!
The orders for new plants stopped in 1978 when
States’ Attorneys General lawsuits were lodged
against General Electric (GE). The reason for the
lawsuit was to recover the additional costs incurred to correct safety defects which GE knowingly hid from the nuclear industry. Utilities were
reluctant to order new plants until billions of
dollars in safety systems disputes were settled.
What was the principal defect claimed in the lawsuits? The same one which blew up the reactors
at Fukushima Japan in 2011. The hidden documents showed that GE designers knew that the
Mark I containment building under accident conditions has a 100% failure rate .
Reactor #1 at Fukushima Daiichi was scheduled to
shutdown the following month after the Tsunami
hit.
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